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Mostly silicon pixel detector R&D and detector construction for 

LHCb and ATLAS 

• From “blue sky” to detector-specific, including 

simulations, software development, etc 

Event reconstruction, triggering 

• Detector-scale MC simulations and pattern recognition
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2 CLIC EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS

The track momentum requirement at
p

s = 3 TeV is also driven by the measurement of the Higgs
branching ratio to muons. An excellent mass resolution is crucial to distinguish this rare decay from
its background channels. Figure 2.4 (right) shows the statistical uncertainty of the cross section times
branching ratio measurement of the h ! µ+µ� channel depending on the momentum resolution. The
numbers are obtained from a fast simulation study similar to the analysis presented in Section 12.4.2,
assuming different constant momentum resolutions, independent of the particle momentum or angle.
The results corresponding to the nominal detector resolution are consistent with results obtained with
full simulation. An average momentum resolution of a few 10�5 GeV�1 is desirable. For even better
momentum resolutions the result is limited by the intrinsic statistical uncertainty due to the small number
of events.
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Fig. 2.4: Generator level reconstructed recoil mass distribution in the Higgsstrahlung process e+e� !
Zh ! µ+µ�X from the muon momentum smeared by an assumed track momentum resolution (left).
Statistical uncertainty of the s⇥BR measurement of the h! µ+µ� channel depending on the momentum
resolution (right). Results obtained from fast simulation are consistent with full simulation results. See
Section 12.4.2 for details.

Similar requirements on the momentum resolution follow from the consideration of BSM physics
scenarios. One possible example is the determination of the smuon and neutralino masses from the muon
momentum distribution in the process e+e� ! eµeµ ! µ+µ�ec0

1ec
0
1. Figure 2.5 (left) shows the generator

level muon momentum distribution from smuon decays (for the SUSY model II described in the Sec-
tion 2.6) with different values for the assumed momentum resolution. The high momentum part of the
spectrum is significantly distorted for a momentum resolution of spT/p2

T > 4 · 10�5 GeV�1. Figure 2.5
(right) shows the corresponding reconstructed mass resolution for the neutralino and the smuon as a
function of momentum resolution.

2.2.2 Jet Energy Resolution
Many of the interesting physics processes at CLIC are likely to be characterised by multi-jet final states,
often accompanied by charged leptons or missing transverse momentum associated with neutrinos or
possibly the lightest super-symmetric particles. The reconstruction of the invariant masses of two or
more jets will be important for event reconstruction and event identification. At LEP, kinematic fitting
enabled precise invariant mass reconstruction and reduced the dependence on the intrinsic calorimetric
performance of the LEP detectors. At CLIC, due to beamstrahlung, kinematic fitting will be, in gen-
eral, less powerful and the di-jet mass reconstruction will rely more heavily on the intrinsic jet energy
resolution of the detector. One goal for jet energy resolution at CLIC is that it is sufficient to provide

50

Detectors at lepton colliders
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At all of the proposed lepton colliders, there are many 

similarities between the detector requirements 

• Accurate vertex and tracking performance (low 

mass, precise) - few microns hit resolution 

• Excellent mass resolution to distinguish Z and W jets 

- typically using Particle Flow Analysis (PFA) 

• Dedicated calorimeters for luminosity measurements 

- many measurements rely directly on the beam 

luminosity  

In some cases, particularly calorimetry, there are dedicated 

hardware R&D collaborations that are pan-experiment

2 CLIC EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS
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Fig. 2.6: (left) Ideal W/Z separation vs. jet mass resolution obtained using a Gaussian smearing of
Breit-Wigner distributions; (right) Reconstructed contravariant mass, MC, for e+e� ! eqReqR ! qec0qec0

(including the effects of Beamstrahlung) for different jet energy resolutions. The plot was obtained by
applying a Gaussian energy smearing to reconstructed jets based on the generator level particles.

2.2.4 Forward Coverage

At CLIC many SM processes will result in particles produced at relatively low angles to the beam axis;
either due to the boost along the beam axis from beamstrahlung or from t-channel processes. To study
these processes, on the one hand, or to reduce their impact on BSM physics studies, on the other hand,
extending the detector coverage to small polar angles is important [22].

For example, at 3 TeV, approximately 80% of the leptons in the l+l�l+l� final state, dominated by
gauge boson pairs, are produced at polar angles of < 30� to the beam axis. The forward region is also
important for physics signatures with missing energy. It helps to reject background processes like multi-
peripheral two photon processes, e+e�! e+e� f f̄ , where the scattered electrons are usually at low polar
angles. For example, forward electron tagging is essential to reject the e+e� ! e+e�µ+µ� background
in the measurement of the Higgs branching ratio into two muons. As shown in Section 12.4.2, it im-
proves the achievable statistical accuracy of this measurement from 23% to 15%, assuming an integrated
luminosity of 2 ab�1 and 95% electron tagging efficiency down to ⇡ 40 mrad polar angle. Another
example is the production and decay of stau pairs, e+e� ! etet ! t+t�ec0

1ec
0
1, which, in some regions of

SUSY parameter space, results in a signal with relatively small missing transverse momentum. In this
case, the e+e� ! e+e�t+t� and e+e� ! e+e�qq background processes need to be rejected by efficient
electron tagging at low polar angles. It is therefore important, in general, to provide precision tracking
and calorimetry coverage down to small angles, and to extend the forward electron tagging capabilities
to very low angles.

2.2.5 Lepton ID Requirements

Many of the potential BSM physics signals at CLIC will rely on the ability to efficiently identify high
energy electrons and muons, and efficient lepton identification is central to the CLIC detector require-
ments. For efficient selection of final states with two or more leptons, lepton identification efficiencies
of more than 95% over a wide range of momenta are highly desirable. In addition the identification of
leptons in jets from semi-leptonic decays of b- and c-quarks will benefit heavy flavour tagging.
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Chapter 3

The International Linear Collider

Accelerator

3.1 The ILC Technical Design

3.1.1 Overview

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a high-luminosity linear electron-positron collider based on
1.3 GHz superconducting radio-frequency (SCRF) accelerating technology. Its centre-of-mass-energy
range is 200–500 GeV (extendable to 1 TeV). A schematic view of the accelerator complex, indicating
the location of the major sub-systems, is shown in Fig. 3.1:

central region
5 km

2 km

positron
main linac

11 km

electron
main linac

11 km

2 km

Damping Rings

e+ source

e- source

IR & detectors

e- bunch 
compressor

e+ bunch 
compressor

Figure 3.1. Schematic layout of the ILC, indicating all the major subsystems (not to scale).

• a polarised electron source based on a photocathode DC gun;

• a polarised positron source in which positrons are obtained from electron-positron pairs by
converting high-energy photons produced by passing the high-energy main electron beam
through an undulator;

• 5 GeV electron and positron damping rings (DR) with a circumference of 3.2 km, housed in a
common tunnel;

• beam transport from the damping rings to the main linacs, followed by a two-stage bunch-
compressor system prior to injection into the main linac;

• two 11 km main linacs, utilising 1.3 GHz SCRF cavities operating at an average gradient of
31.5 MV/m, with a pulse length of 1.6 ms;
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The International Linear Collider

The ILC is the longest-running of the future accelerator options, 

and has quite a developed array of simulation tools, detector 

concepts, demonstrators…   

• TDR published 10 years ago 

The beam conditions for ILC are the most gentle of those being 

considered 

• Bunch train of 727 us, repeated at 5 Hz  

(bunch spacing 554 ns) 

• Integrate over the full bunch crossing,  

no precision timing, focus on low power 

• Two detector concepts at IP

6

Now

CLIC

FCC-eeILC Muon


Collider FCC-hh

10 years 20 years 30 years 40 years 50 years 60 years
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The International Linear Collider
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4.4. Two Detectors

Figure 4.1

Example layout of the
detector hall for the
Mountain Topogra-
phy site, showing the
location of the two de-
tectors in a push-pull
arrangement.

Beam delivery system
(Accelerator tunnel)

Access to 
damping ring

SiD detector
(parked)

ILD detector
(on beamline)

ILD garage

tracking for excellent e�ciency and robust pattern-recognition performance. A granular calorimeter
system contained inside a 3.5 T magnetic field provides very good particle-flow reconstruction. Both
detectors provide flexibility for operation at energies up to the TeV range.

The push-pull operation scheme calls for one detector taking data while the other is out of the
beam in a close-by maintenance position. At regular intervals, the data-taking detector is pushed
laterally out of the interaction region, while the other detector is being pulled in. These intervals are
short enough to ensure both acquire data on any potential discovery. The time for transition must be
on the order of one day to maximise ILC integrated luminosity.

A time-e�cient implementation of the push-pull operation sets specific requirements and chal-
lenges for many detector and machine systems, in particular the IR magnets, the cryogenics, the
alignment system, the beamline shielding, the detector design, and the overall integration. The
functional requirements and interface specifications for the push-pull IR have been developed, with a
detailed design of technical systems and the experimental area from detailed engineering specifications.

The detector motion and support system has to ensure reliable push-pull operation for roughly
one hundred moves over the life of the experiment, while preserving alignment of the detector’s
internal components and ensuring accuracy of detector positioning. The motion system must preserve
structural integrity of the collider hall floor and walls, be compatible with vibration stability of the
detector at the level of tens of nanometers and be compatible with earthquake-safety standards.

The detectors will be placed on platforms that preserve the detector alignment and distribute
the load evenly onto the floor. Details of the design of such platforms and the interfaces between the
platform and the detectors have been developed. The ILC detectors are self-shielding with respect to
ionising radiation from maximum credible beam-loss scenarios. Additional shielding must fill the gap
between the detector and the wall in the beam position.

The stray magnetic fields outside the iron return yokes of each detector must be small enough
not to disturb the other detector during operation or maintenance. A limit for the magnetic fields is
5 mT at a lateral distance of 15 m from the beam line. Fringe fields from the detector return yokes
have been carefully simulated and designs for both SiD and ILD have been developed to meet these
requirements.

The installation schemes for the detectors and the layout of the experimental areas on the surface
and underground depend on the geographical situation of the possible ILC sites. While the European
and American sample sites assume a flat surface area, the Asian sample sites in Japan are located in
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The ILC is the longest-running of the future accelerator options, 

and has quite a developed array of simulation tools, detector 

concepts, demonstrators…   

• TDR published 10 years ago 

The beam conditions for ILC are the most gentle of those being 

considered 

• Bunch train of 727 us, repeated at 5 Hz  

(bunch spacing 554 ns) 

• Integrate over the full bunch crossing,  

no precision timing, focus on low power 

• Two detector concepts at IP
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Push me pull you
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Chapter 4. ILC Detectors

Figure 4.6. Views of the ILD detector concept. The interaction point in the quadrant view (right) is in the lower
right corner of the picture. Dimensions are in mm.

4.7.1 The ILD detector

The vertex detector is realised as a multi-layer pixel vertex detector (VTX), with three superlayers
each comprising two layers, or as a 5 layer geometry. In either case the detector has a pure barrel
geometry. To minimise the occupancy from background hits, the first superlayer is only half as long
as the outer two. Whilst the underlying detector technology has not yet been decided, the VTX is
optimised for point resolution and minimum material thickness.

A system of silicon strip and pixel detectors surrounds the VTX detector. In the barrel, two
layers of silicon strip detectors (SIT) are arranged to bridge the gap between the VTX and the TPC.
In the forward region, a system of two silicon-pixel disks and five silicon-strip disks (FTD) provides
low angle tracking coverage.

A distinct feature of ILD is a large-volume time-projection chamber (TPC) with up to 224 points
per track. The TPC is optimised for 3-dimensional point resolution and minimum material in the
field cage and in the end-plate. It also allows dE/dx-based particle identification.

Outside the TPC a system of Si-strip detectors, one behind the end-plate of the TPC (ETD)
and one in between the TPC and the ECAL (SET), provide additional high-precision space points
which improve the tracking performance and provide additional redundancy in the regions between
the main tracking volume and the calorimeters.

A highly segmented electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) provides up to 30 samples in depth and
small transverse cell size, split into a barrel and an end-cap system. Tungsten has been chosen as
absorber; for the sensitive area, silicon diodes, scintillator strips or a combination are considered.

The ECAL is followed by a highly segmented hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) with up to 48
longitudinal samples and small transverse cell sizes. Two options are considered, both based on a
steel-absorber structure. One option uses scintillator tiles of 3◊3 cm2, which are read out with an
analogue system. The second uses a gas-based readout which allows a 1◊1 cm2 cell geometry with a
binary or semi-digital readout of each cell.

At very forward angles, below the coverage provided by the ECAL and the HCAL, a system of
high-precision and radiation-hard calorimetric detectors (LumiCAL, BeamCAL, LHCAL) is foreseen.
These extend the calorimetric solid-angle coverage to almost 4fi, measure the luminosity, and monitor
the quality of the colliding beams.

A large volume superconducting coil surrounds the calorimeters, creating an axial B-field of
nominally 3.5 Tesla. An iron yoke, instrumented with scintillator strips or resistive plate chambers
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4.6. SiD

Figure 4.2. The SiD detector, showing (left) an isometric view on the platform, and (right) a quadrant section.
Colour coding: tracking (red), ECAL (green), HCAL (violet) and the flux return (blue).

pixel disks. In addition, there are three silicon pixel disks at a larger distance from the interaction
point to provide uniform coverage for the transition region between the vertex detector and the outer
tracker. This configuration provides for very good hermeticity with uniform coverage and guarantees
excellent charged-track pattern-recognition capability and impact-parameter resolution over the full
solid angle. The vertex detector design relies on power pulsing during bunch trains to minimise
heating and uses forced air for its cooling. The main tracker technology of choice is silicon-strip
sensors arrayed in five nested cylinders in the central region with an outer cylinder radius of 1.25 m
and four disks in each of the endcap regions. The geometry of the endcaps minimises the material
budget to enhance forward tracking. The detectors are single-sided silicon sensors with a readout
pitch of 50 µm.

The choice of PFA imposes a number of basic requirements on the calorimetry. The central
calorimeter system must be contained within the solenoid in order to reliably associate tracks to
energy deposits. The electromagnetic and hadronic sections must have imaging capabilities that allow
both e�cient track-following and correct assignment of energy clusters to tracks. These requirements
imply that the calorimeters must be finely segmented both longitudinally and transversely.

The combined ECAL and HCAL systems consist of a central barrel part and two endcaps,
nested inside the barrel. The entire barrel system is contained within the volume of the cylindrical
superconducting solenoid. The electromagnetic calorimeter has silicon active layers between tungsten
absorber layers. The active layers use 3.5◊3.5 mm2 hexagonal silicon pixels, which provide excellent
spatial resolution. The structure has 30 layers in total, the first 20 layers having a thinner absorber than
the last ten layers. This configuration is a compromise between cost, electromagnetic shower radius,
sampling frequency, and shower containment. The total depth of the electromagnetic calorimeter is
26 radiation lengths (X0) and one nuclear interaction length. The hadronic calorimeter has a depth
of 4.5 nuclear interaction lengths, consisting of alternating steel plates and active layers. The baseline
choice for the active layers is the glass resistive-plate chamber with an individual readout segmentation
of 10◊10 mm2. Two special calorimeters are foreseen in the very forward region: LumiCal for precise
measurement, and BeamCal for fast estimation, of the luminosity.

The SiD superconducting solenoid is based on the CMS solenoid design philosophy and construc-
tion techniques, using a slightly modified CMS conductor as its baseline design. Superconducting
strand count in the coextruded Rutherford cable was increased from 32 to 40 to accommodate the
higher 5 T central field. The flux-return yoke is instrumented with position sensitive detectors to
serve as both a muon filter and a tail catcher. The SiD Muon System baseline design is based on
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The ILC - a long history of R&D
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Detector development for the ILC has a long history - easily 20 years 

• As time went on and no project was approved, it morphed 

into more generic R&D cf. EUDET, AIDA 

• Many collaborations on low-mass ladders (PLUME), 

calorimetry (CALICE), particle flow (PANDORA) 

• Low-mass telescopes for testbeams at DESY and CERN - 

Mimosa family of MAPS detectors 

Detector concepts “frozen” long ago, clearly would be re-opened in 

the event that the ILC was approved 

• Most effort has however now moved on, simulation efforts 

stagnant, not much hope in general

Page 9

Highlight I: Combined SiW ECAL + AHCAL testbeam

Calorimetry and Particle ID |  ECFA Higgs/EW/top factory WS 2022  |  Katja Krüger  |  6 October 2022

2 weeks of beam test at CERN SPS: 8-22 June 2022

ECAL

HCAL

beam

• First common running of technological 
prototypes of SiW ECAL and scintillator AHCAL
• 15-layer ECAL prototype, 5*5 mm2 cells
• 38-layer HCAL prototype, 30*30 mm2 cells

• Successful synchronized data taking
• Muon data for calibration
• Energy scans for electrons and hadrons

• Milestone in our program reached!
• Future beam test program to be defined

• Tungsten stack available
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CLIC - environment and challenges

CLIC proposed as the CERN-based linear collider option 

• Novel “two-beam acceleration”  

• Bunch structure and luminosity goals have a large impact on the detector design 

• Power-pulsing possible for all sub-detectors (turn off for ~20 ms) 

• Beam-induced backgrounds give rise to the need for timing in each layer (10 ns time slices)

10

Train repetition 50 Hz

Bunch spacing 0.5 ns

Now

CLIC 
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The CLIC detector model

CLIC started with two detector designs inherited from the ILC 

• One TPC-based tracker and one with all-silicon tracking 

Consolidation of these into a single detector model, CLICdet 

• Silicon pixel vertex detector with air cooling 

• Monolithic silicon pixel tracker à la ALICE 

• Tungsten ECAL 

• Steel HCAL 

• 4 T solenoid magnet 

• Power pulsing on all sub-detectors, everything inside the 

calorimeter as low-mass as possible
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Physics focus and backgrounds

In generating the CDRs (input to European strategy), focus was 

on physics studies and completing the full simulation chain 

• Demonstration of pattern recognition and tracking in high 

background environment 

• Simulated physics analyses showing reach of the physics 

programme 

• Software developed jointly with ILC, using DD4HEP 

geometry description from LHCb 
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Physics focus and backgrounds
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In generating the CDRs (input to European strategy), focus was 

on physics studies and completing the full simulation chain 

• Demonstration of pattern recognition and tracking in high 

background environment 

• Simulated physics analyses showing reach of the physics 

programme 

• Software developed jointly with ILC, using DD4HEP 

geometry description from LHCb 
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Physics focus and backgrounds
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In generating the CDRs (input to European strategy), focus was 

on physics studies and completing the full simulation chain 

• Demonstration of pattern recognition and tracking in high 

background environment 

• Simulated physics analyses showing reach of the physics 

programme 

• Software developed jointly with ILC, using DD4HEP 

geometry description from LHCb 

Sadly CLIC was effectively dropped (put on hold) to prioritise 

FCC feasibility studies
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CLIC - recent innovative R&D

Focussed detector R&D aiming to show that construction 

of the detector was technically feasible if the project would 

be approved 

• Calorimeter design based on CALICE prototyping 

and experience 

• Novel silicon designs pushed by the group, linking 

up with LHC upgrade projects and others 

• Detector simulation packages developed, new 

concepts pushed and tested 

• Effort now expanded in scope as part of the CERN 

EP R&D programme
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FCC-ee - environment and challenges

For the FCC-ee backgrounds will look very different from those at the linear 

collider options 

• Synchrotron radiation at low radius 

• More spread out in time, generally less serious effect on detector 

Beam parameters also have quite some impact on detector design 

• Crossing angle leads to focussing quadrupoles inside the detector 

volume => limit on the magnetic field (tracker gets bigger) 

• Continuous operation => no power pulsing => active cooling => higher 

mass 

Most R&D on the moment on simulation side, try to define plausible 

experiments to allow physics studies to go forward ASAP
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Experimental constraints on vertex/tracker

October 6, 2022 Tracking and Vertexing for Higgs Factories 8

• Moderate radiation exposure (>~104 below LHC run 1!) for all lepton-collider proposals:

• NIEL: < 1011 neq/cm2/y

• TID: < 1 kGy / year

Main experimental constraints in linear lepton colliders:

• Signficiant rates of beam-induced backgrounds

(incoherent e+e- pairs, !!àhadrons):

• Constrains layout, granularity, impacts physics

• Backgrounds concentrated in very short bunch trains

à High instantaneous hit rates (up to 6 GHz/cm2 @ 3 TeV CLIC)

à Time-stamping: few ns @ 3 TeV CLIC, ~1-10 μs @ ILC

à Fast detector signals / frontend 

• Low duty cycle: ~20-200 ms gaps between bunch trains

à trigger-less readout, pulsed powering

Main experimental constraints in circular lepton colliders:

• 30 mrad crossing angle of beams, focusing quadrupoles inside det. volume

à B-field limited to ~2 Tesla

• High rate of physics events (up to 100 kHz, bunch spacing down to 30 ns)

à Integration time <~1 μs required for occupancy and pile-up (30 ns @ Z-pole)

à Fast detector front-end and DAQ

• Main backgr.: synchrotron radiation (reduced by shielding), incoh. pairs

• Continuous collisions (100% duty cycle)

à Beam-induced backgrounds more spaced out, less severe impact on detectors,

t.b.c. for FCC-ee, following recent reduction of beam-pipe radius from 15 to 10 mm

à Pulsed powering not possible

FCC-ee detector region

CLIC backgrounds in tracking region
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FCC-ee detector concepts
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The IDEA detector concept - Paolo Giacomelli 01/06/2022

IDEA detector layout

3

Mogens Dam / NBI Copenhagen 1 Jun, 2022FCC Week, 2022, Paris 7

Detector Concepts Fast Overview
CLD IDEA Noble Liquid ECAL based

• Well established design
• ILC -> CLIC detector -> CLD

• Engineering needed to make able to 
operate with continous beam (no pulsing)
• Cooling of Si-sensors & calorimeters

• Possible detector optimizations?
• σp/p, σE/E
• PID (!(10 ps) timing and/or RICH)?
• …

• Robust software stack
• Now ported (wrapped) to FCCSW

• Less established design
• But still ~15y history: 4th Concept

• Developed by very active community
• Prototype construction / test beam

compains
• Italy, Korea,…

• Is IDEA really two concepts? Or will it be?
• w, w/o crystals

• Software under active development
• Being ported to FCCSW

• A design in its infancy
• High granul Noble Liquid ECAL is the core
• Very active Noble Liquid R&D team 

• Readout electrodes, feed-throughs, 
electronics, light cryostat, …

• Software & performance studies

• Full simulation of ECAL available in FCCSW
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Fig. 6: Rendering of the MCD geometry used for the presented simulation studies, including the cone-
shaped shielding nozzles (cyan) and the beryllium beampipe (violet). Shown are the R-Z cross sections
of the full detector geometry (left) and two zoomed-in portions: up to ECAL (top right) and up to Vertex
Detector (bottom right). Muon Detector (violet and green) surrounds the solenoid (cyan), which encloses
the HCAL (magenta), ECAL (yellow) and the Tracking Detector (green and black).

2.3 Implications of higher beam energies
FLUKA simulations at

p
s = 3 TeV and

p
s = 10 TeV are currently under development. Since the MDI

has not yet been optimized for those energies, the one designed for
p
s = 1.5 TeV has been adopted. In

both cases the preliminary results show a BIB with intensity of the same level as in the
p
s = 1.5 TeV

configuration characterized by spatial and temporal structures very similar to those presented in the
previous section. A careful optimization of machine lattice and MDI is expected to further suppress BIB
in the detector region.

3 Overview of the Detector design
The Muon Collider Detector (MCD) follows the classical cylindrical layout typical for multipurpose
detectors of symmetric collisions and the specific geometry used for simulation studies in this work has
the reference code MuColl_v1. The rendering of the detector geometry is presented in Fig. 6, with the
dimensions of each subsystem summarised in Table 2. A cylindrical coordinate system is used with its
centre placed at the nominal interaction point. The Z axis is defined as the moving direction of the µ

+

beam. The X axis is defined to point towards the inner part of the ring and the Y axis therefore pointing
upwards. Cylindrical coordinates are often used with R, ✓ and � denoting the radial distance from the
interaction point, the polar and azimuthal angles respectively. Pseudo-rapidity ⌘ = � log

⇥
tan(✓/2)

⇤
is

also used in some cases for convenience.
Starting from the Be beampipe with a radius of 22mm, the Vertex Detector is the closest to the IP

with its innermost layer having a radius of only 30mm. It is followed by the Inner and Outer Trackers.
The three sub-systems complete the all-silicon Tracking Detector, which operates in the strong magnetic
field of 3.57T provided by the superconducting solenoid, to reconstruct trajectories and transverse mo-
menta (pT) of charged particles. High-granularity sampling ECAL and HCAL calorimeters are arranged
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Now for something completely different…

Muon collider options have not been heavily developed - only 

simulation work and only appearing in the last few years 

• No dedicated hardware developments 

• Detector design strongly based on CLIC and using LC 

simulation framework 

• Intention is to show that precision measurements are 

possible
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The main difference compared with linear e+e- machines is the 

beam-induced background due to muon decays 

• Bunch contains 2⨉1012 muons => 4⨉105 decays per metre 

• In a single bunch crossing 4⨉108 particles background 

• Low momentum decay products, origin displaced from 

beam axis, asynchronous arrival time 

Machine Detector Interface (MDI) much heavier to try and filter out 

these backgrounds 

• Tungsten nozzles covered with borated polyethylene (BCH)  

• Significant timing requirements placed on all detectors

Muon collider challenges
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Fig. 1: Cross-sectional view of the accelerator lattice including the MDI as designed by MAP collabo-
ration for the

p
s =1.5 TeV Muon Collider and visualised with FLUKA simulation software. Distinct

colours represent different materials of the MDI: tungsten (green), borated polyethylene (violet), iron
(mustard), concrete (gray). The black box in the center encloses the detector volume, which is excluded
from the standalone BIB simulation process. Dimensions are reported in centimeters.

The most distinctive aspect of BIB particles at the Muon Collider is their extremely large number
and low momentum: about 4 · 108 particles exiting the MDI in a single bunch crossing depositing energy
to the detector in a diffused manner. The separation between the tips of the tungsten nozzles leads to
most of the BIB particles exiting at a significant distance from the interaction point. Finally, there is a
substantial spread in the arrival time of the BIB particles with respect to the bunch crossing, ranging from
a few nanoseconds for electrons and photons to microseconds for neutrons due to their smaller velocity.

Each of these aspects has different implications for the BIB signatures in different parts of the
detector, which depend on the position, spatial granularity and timing capabilities of the corresponding
sensitive elements. Thus, a careful choice of detector technologies and reconstruction techniques allows

10

W nozzle

Borated polyethylene
IP
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Fig. 7: View of the tracking detector projected on Z�R (left) and transverse plane (right). The transverse
plane view is zoomed into the Vertex Detector to demonstrate the double-layer arrangement.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of hit-time distributions in the Tracking Detector between BIB particles (solid lines)
and signal muons (filled areas) corrected by the time of flight of a photon from the IP, taking into account
time resolution of each sub-detector.

4 Detector Simulation Software
Full simulation of a single µ

+
µ
� collision event involves several stages:

1. generation of all stable particles entering the detector;
2. simulation of their interaction with the passive and sensitive material of the detector;
3. simulation of the detector’s response to these interactions;
4. application of data-processing and object-reconstruction algorithms that would happen in a real

experiment.

The first stage of generating stable input particles is handled by standalone software, such as
Monte Carlo event generators for the µ

+
µ
� interaction and FLUKA or MARS15 for the BIB particles.

The rest of the simulation process is performed inside the iLCSoft framework [63] previously used by
the CLIC experiment [64] and now forked for developments of Muon Collider studies [65]. Particle
interactions with the detector material are simulated in GEANT4 [55], while detector response and event
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FCC-hh - environment and challenges

Initial designs of FCC-hh detector were HUGE 

• Involvement mostly from ATLAS and CMS community, building on ACTS rather than LC software 

• Sensible approach a few years ago: set overall budget of 1B Swiss and see what could be built 

Supercharged GPD + 2 LHCb’s…  

• Massive calorimeter depth to reach required interaction lengths 

• 25 ns bunch spacing, looks very much like LHC on LSD 

No dedicated hardware R&D but overlap with GPD high-lumi upgrades 

• Clear that the detectors will be broadly similar to other hadron machine detectors - high power, lots of heat to 

take out, impossible data rates, complicated trigger schemes… 
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FCC-hh - environment and challenges
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FCC-hh Reference Detector
• 4T, 10m solenoid, unshielded
• Forward solenoids, unshielded
• Silicon tracker
• Barrel ECAL LAr
• Barrel HCAL Fe/Sci
• Endcap HCAL/ECAL LAr
• Forward HCAL/ECAL LAr

50m length, 20m diameter
similar to size of ATLAS
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FCC-hh - environment and challenges
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FCC-hh - environment and challenges

Majority of R&D is on detector layout and 

performance optimisation 

• Custom software development, 

hybrid of separate development 

and LC-related 

• Pattern recognition, tracking  

• What might the detector look like: 

petabyte/second data output and 

24

Radiation Studies for L=3x1036 cm-2s-1 and 30ab-1

Maximum of 10kHz/cm2 of charged particle rate in the Barrel and 
Forward Muon System, similar to HL-LHC Muon Systems.

In the tracker volume the charged particle rate is just a function of 
distance from the beampipe with rather small dependence on z. 

Hadron fluence in the order of 1018 /cm2 close to the beampipe and 
1015 -1016 /cm2 (HL-LHC levels) for r>40cm.

Extreme fluences in the forward calorimeter …

Triplet (z=40m), Triplet shielding TAS (z=35m) and related radiation 
are nicely ‘burried’ inside the tunnel.

Now

CLIC

FCC-eeILC Muon


Collider FCC-hh

10 years 20 years 30 years 40 years 50 years 60 years

No dedicated hardware R&D at present towards the FCC hadron machine 

• Open question on radiation tolerance, but focus on HL-LHC at present
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Intermediate projects
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Technology development

ECFA detector roadmap published 2021 

• UK represented in organisation but 

almost no community engagement 

• “Is R&D dead in the UK?” 

Highlights technologies which need to be 

pursued for future experiment needs 

• Covers all detector areas 

• Will feed in to national prioritisation 
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60 CHAPTER 3. SOLID STATE DETECTORS

Must happen or main physics goals cannot be met Important to meet several physics goals Desirable to enhance physics reach R&D needs being met
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1) HL-LHC Long shutdowns: LS3/LS4 2025/2031
(see https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/LHC-long-term.htm)
2) LHCb/ATLAS/CMS consider Planar/3D sensors at the time of this document 
for rates and radiation tolerance. On longer term, pixelated LGADs could be 
considered for potentially higher timing precision.
3) In trackers, coarser longitudinal granularities could be considered for MAPS. 
Thorough performance and cost comparison with passive CMOS would be 
needed. Pixelated LGADs could be considered for potentially higher timing 
precision.
4) The size of wafers achievable can depend on technology (industrial process) 
with a general trend to benefits from larger areas.
5) Ultrafast timing refers to ≤100 ps depending on technology and detector 
purpose.

6) Two options exist for calorimetry: pads O(1) mm pitch with analog readout 
(applying to all technologies) and particle counting digital with MAPS O(50) µm 
pitch. LGADs could be considered for potentially higher timing precision.
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7) ToF, as compared to 4D-tracking, concerns dedicated layers for very high 
pile-up, beam induced background or particle identification with highest 
possible precision. Timing erformance of sensors without amplifcation (MAPS, 
planar/3D/CMOS passive CMOS) is subject to R&D, while LGADs with 
amplification are at this stage expected to potentially provide higher precision.

Figure 3.1: Schematic timeline of categories of experiments employing solid state sensors
together with DRDTs and R&D tasks. The colour coding is linked not to the inten-
sity of the required e↵ort but to the potential impact on the physics programme of the
experiment: Must happen or main physics goals cannot be met (red, largest dot); Im-
portant to meet several physics goals (orange, large dot); Desirable to enhance physics
reach (yellow, medium dot); R&D needs being met (green, small dot); No further R&D
required or not applicable (blank).
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UK efforts to re-build an R&D community

Funding for R&D axed in 2010-ish 

• Funding was directed towards build projects  

• Very limited research still carried out under the umbrella of LHC 

experiment upgrades 

In the last year or two, particularly during the PPTAP exercise in 2021, several 

issues highlighted with alarm: 

• Limited expertise left in the UK 

• Almost no funding for instrumentation R&D (CERN DRD involvement?) 

• Significant gap between the UK and European partners  

A couple of community efforts to address this: 

• “Advanced UK Instrumentation Training” ran April - June 2022 

• “Future UK Silicon Vertex & Tracker R&D Workshop” in Birmingham Sep 

2022
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In conclusion… 

Detector physics is a huge field - we haven’t 

even talked about technologies 

• Huge amount of R&D needed and no 

obvious way to build expertise in the UK 

• Detectors have become even more 

nuanced and application-specific in the 

last 10 years 

ECR involvement in detectors should be 

encouraged, but unless effort is significant it 

doesn’t solve the problem 

• New academic positions in 

instrumentation very rare
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